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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Today, the HE (higher education) industry has seen some dramatic changes. Students are far more empowered 

because the necessary resources to make a decision about which college to attend is at their fingertips. 86% of 

prospective students cite the internet as the most important resource during the research stage, which means 

HE marketers need to show up during key prospecting and decision-making moments online. Prospective 

students, on average, have approximately 3.6 schools in their consideration set, and 75% of them do not 

consider any other schools beyond that set (Ipsos & Google, 2017). Today, nearly 89% of universities are offering 

courses and degrees online.  Additionally, 1 in 3 students are enrolled in online classes (Eduventures, 2015). 

It is important for marketers to understand the size and scope of the student enrollment potential 

they have. With access to a landmine of useful data that has led to technological advancements like 

Machine Learning and A.I., marketers and advertisers can predict consumer needs more accurately. 

Strategic use of digital marketing channels is critical to driving enrollment for higher education 

institutions, due to online searches being a primary starting point for students' degree program research. 

Within this latest edition of our quarterly benchmark study, KATANA analyzed paid search efforts specifically 

for the time period of January - March 2018, with an annualized snapshot overlay of a trailing twelve month 

timeframe of April 2017-March 2018. This past quarter, we implemented Machine Learning tools  and 

multi-touch attribution for paid search higher education campaigns. We also reoriented client KPIs to 

focus more on student lifetime value rather than solely on CPLs and CPCs. Lead generation is not the 

sole indicator of campaign success—enrollments are. We presented our success with this approach at our 

HE marketing summit with Google in April 2018. During our conference, Think Ed Summit, KATANA and 

Google experts presented the state of higher education and the best Google marketing practices to keep 

your institution ahead of the curve in every marketing initiative. The key to KATANA's success has been 

using the wealth of  data generated to optimize campaigns, and shifting the focus from simply generating a 

high volume of leads to generating leads that showcase higher predictive value of turning into applications.
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ABOUT THE DATA IN THIS REPORT

Data was collected from more than 40 leading regional and national colleges and universities that have 

collectively invested more than $60 million in paid search advertising per year (ranging from $435,000 to $3.9 

million). Each of the schools analyzed for this study have more than 146 degree types, offer both online and on-

campus programs, and operate in the United States. The data and results of this report have been anonymized, 

and school names and details have been removed to protect individual school campaign performance data. 
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• Brand terms: any query that has a school’s specific 
name as part of the search

• Degree: all searches (excluding the queries that also 
have a school name in it) where individuals search a 
degree query

• General: remaining terms (relevant education terms)
• Broad Match: Ads show up in related keyword 

searches, misspellings, synonyms
• Exact Match: Ads show up in searches with the 

exact keyword or close variations of
• Phrase Match: Ads show up only in searches 

with exact phrase or close variations of a phrase

OBJECTIVE OF THIS REPORT

This report features different dimensions of paid search (including program, degree level, 

keyword DNA, location elements, and type of keyword) that affect a campaign’s performance.  

Campaign performance has been evaluated by the percent of change (QoQ and YoY), 

averages, and ranges of the following key performance indicators: CPL, CPC, CTR, and CVR. 

The objective of this review is to provide an overview of the education-specific paid search marketing 

evolution quarter-over-quarter and year-over-year. Marketers can leverage this information and insight 

to see how their institution’s use of paid search marketing compares with the benchmark metrics 

of some of the leading institutions in the United States. All of the findings in this report are judged to be 

statistically significant and have been reported for marketers in the higher education sector to more 

accurately assess, forecast, and yield conversion rates and costs per enrollment. For more information, 

marketers can also visit https://katana.media/ for more information regarding digital marketing for HE. 

LEGEND OF TERMS
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•  Acronyms Defined

• Cost per lead: CPL

• Cost per enrollment: CPE

• Click-through rate: CTR

• Conversion rate: CVR

• Cost per click: CPC

• Year over year: YoY

• Higher Education: HE

• Quarter over quarter: QoQ
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KEY CHANGES IN PAID SEARCH (2017-18)

1.  Artificial Intelligence / Machine learning has signicant impact on efficiency—  Over the last year, there have 

been major advancements in the ad tech space, with many of the largest ad platforms allowing advertisers to 

integrate more 1st party data into their campaigns that directly impact higher education marketers. Each ad 

platform’s machine learning systems, automation integrations and smart bidding layers are being recognized for 

their impact on performance.  At KATANA, we are also working with machine learning tools to supplement data 

analysis and inform predictive campaign performance models outside of the standard platforms, specifically with 

lead feedback reports and lead status metrics from enrollment teams. We have seen an average of 30%+ lift in 

campaign performance from higher education clients who have implemented machine learning efforts into their 

campaigns.

2.  Movement towards true "Student Value" helps improve cost per enrollment and application metrics — Merging 

lead value models and revenue analysis into campaigns and optimizations has allowed HE marketers to make 

better decisions on optimization and campaign management efforts. The importance of monitoring, analyzing and 

integrating enrollment numbers into campaigns is a critical piece to optimization efforts and agency efforts for 

our HE clients. By targeting by student value, we have seen an overall lift in performance from our HE portfolio in 

terms of business value and total student lifetime value per generated lead. Value in this report signifies leads that 

will become enrollments, and Student Lifetime Value means the total value generated for the school by enrolling 

in courses, programs, degrees, etc.

3.  Rebirth of importance of broader targets, specifically brand match terms with refined audience overlays— 

Typically, a successful digital media campaign can be gauged by how much control a media manager has over all 

aspects of the campaign targeting, optimizations and management. Most recently, with the improvements to 

machine learning tools, we are seeing a swing towards strategically loosening the grip on these aspects of the 

campaign to allow machine learning to flex its power. There is a strong shift towards the utilization of broader 

keywords and broad match keywords to help inform the machine learning systems for campaigns with larger 

performance data sets and lead production.
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KEY CHANGES CONTINUED

4. Utilization of audience layers into paid search efforts as data signals for AI and ML optimizations 

— We  have  seen  a 40%+ lift in  performance  from audience layers via demographics, custom databases, 

previous behaviors and custom targeting. These audience layers help  empower the  machine learning 

process and neural networks that are now layered into KATANA's higher education paid  search  efforts. 

A primary focus of our work over the course of 2017 consisted of building segmented  

audience layers and data signals to implement into our HE accounts and campaigns.

 

5.  Implementing more insightful attribution models — Understanding the touchpoints prior to converting into 

a lead for higher education has played a critical role in evaluating campaign success for HE paid search efforts. 

Many long student decision cycles have benefitted from implementing non-last click attribution models. Higher 

education decisioning has always taken an extended period of time. In fact, 51% of prospective students take 

approximately half a year to research before enrolling (Ipsos & Google, 2015). Moving towards more advanced 

attribution tracking has built a more robust data set for campaign analysis, optimizations and machine learning. 
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SECTION ONE: Branded Keywords
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WHAT WE FOUND:

The branded average CPL has been one of the most stable metrics across our portfolio of HE clients, at 

approximately $40 and less than 2% variance QoQ. The largest variances in performance came from the 

higher CPL broad and phrase match variations as opposed to their exact match counterparts, both of which 

have more control. We have also seen a steady decline in performance and scale from phrase match keywords 

across our accounts. These keywords have been optimized out of campaigns for more coverage on exact 

match terms. Less phrase-match keywords allowed broad match keywords to capture overall demand for 

branded keyword variations. One of the primary challenges we have seen with phrase match keywords is that 

the queries or intent of these terms is of lower value with regards to enrollment. For accounts with a larger 

investment on non-branded and prospecting efforts, we are seeing much more efficient CPLs on branded 

campaigns. We have also better maintained branded volume over the course of the last 12 to 24 months.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Branded Keywords

Implementing a strong coverage of mid and upper funnel digital media efforts can help generate brand 

keyword demand and efficiency on branded campaign efforts. In addition, implementing an upgraded 

attribution model will help uncover lead production on branded keywords previously exposed to other 

aspects of paid search efforts. They can also uncover keywords that are first and last touch interaction 

to leads. This focuses less on "Last Click," and provides a more accurate picture for optimization efforts 

on branded school name keywords, also uncovering pockets of value on non-branded keywords. 
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SECTION TWO: Degree-Specific Keywords
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WHAT WE FOUND: 

The volume of leads produced from Bachelors, Masters and PhD degree programs 

increased the overall degree-specific portfolio's CPL during YoY and QoQ. The primary 

cause was due to a more aggressive keyword strategy with regards to high-value search queries on 

competitive keywords that equate to applications and enrollments for our clients. By implementing a more 

“value-based” optimization framework and bidding strategy into accounts for paid search, we have found 

that ideal coverage for our clients requires more aggressive cost models. This increase in aggressive buying 

models has both increased the CPC by 52% YoY, and increased the CTR and CVR for our HE portfolio YoY. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: Degree-Specific Keywords

Each and every client within our higher education portfolio has a unique set of keywords and phrases that 

drive leads and enrollments for specific degree programs. The key to driving a successful degree specific 

campaign is to both leverage audience centric overlays in standard paid search executions and make 

optimizations to business value on enrollments. It is critically important for higher education marketers  

to  track and  analyze detailed keyword performance against their application and enrollment data. Doing 

both of these tasks is critical to making accurate optimizations and building value-based paid search 

management frameworks that allow for aggressive bidding—specifically, bidding on keywords that drive 

applications and enrollment for that particular degree program. It should be noted that marketers need 

not be alarmed by high CPC levels, as conversions require a high CPC to capture the right traffic/leads.
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SECTION THREE: General Higher Education Keywords (Non-
Degree or Non-Branded) 

WHAT WE FOUND: 

Since last year, the overall volume of leads and total contribution of leads coming from general keywords 

increased and experienced an improvement in CPL efficiency.  We attribute this increase in performance to the 

implementation of machine learning into our campaigns and deeper analysis of detailed application and enrollment 

data. This implementation improved all layers of campaign targeting, but due to the broadness of general keywords, 

we saw a strong increase in performance. We observed a 13% decrease YoY in CPL and a significant increase in lead 

and enrollment production due to the large search potential on general keywords, as well as a 39% increase in CVR 

across our HE client portfolio. The benefit of layering machine learning into campaign optimizations is clearly seen 

with the general keyword lift in performance across keyword performance metrics. Identifying the correct audience 

data layers to integrate into paid search campaigns is critical to finding success with these general keywords. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: General Higher Education Keywords

The benefit of layering machine learning into campaign optimizations is clearly seen with the general lift in 

performance across keyword performance metrics. Identifying the correct audience data layers to integrate into 

paid search campaigns is helpful for finding success with these general keywords. Testing and optimizing general 

keywords with paid search efforts is also critically important. KATANA typically finds HE clients excluding these terms 

within their accounts due to historical performance. Many of these universities have not re-tested the performance 

of these terms since the capabilities of machine learning, audience overlays, advanced attribution and deeper lead 

contribution analysis for applications and enrollments have been introduced. Universities should not rely on the 

digital marketing techniques of yesterday, but always look towards new, innovative ways to optimize campaigns 

in order to generate higher enrollments and leads by 10-fold. For more information and strategy on integrated 

audience data layers into paid search efforts, please contact a KATANA representative for a free consultation. 
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SECTION FOUR: Geo-Modified 
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WHAT WE FOUND: 

One of the largest growth areas for higher education was within the geo-modified keyword sets for our HE clients. 

KATANA has seen a 14% YoY improvement in CPL, with a 38% improvement in CVR.  This performance lift is 

attributed to the utilization of automation, geo-modified keywords, machine learning and increased coverage on less 

competitive terms (average CPC at $4.62), and achieving a healthy CVR at 2.83%. We have seen the most success 

with geo-modified keywords in areas with a lot of competition, larger DMAs and bachelor degree level programs.
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RECOMMENDATIONS: Geo-Modified 
 

Schools with a physical campus location typically benefit most from geo-modified keywords,

but we have found that schools within a strong demand DMA/market, with a strong regional competitor 

can greatly benefit from having geo-modified keywords built within their account. Messaging 

and landing page user experience should be a priority, along with working with the enrollment 

teams to understand why students choose a specific school over another competitive region. 
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BEST PRACTICES

We recommend HE marketers to: 

1. Build performance models for all specific degree program using assumptions and historical data. 

2. Develop a model for each media channel and digital media campaign. 

3. Utilize these models to know when performance is off track. 
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There are multiple touchpoints within the student journey that are essential to track and analyze against paid 

search efforts. This exercise helps marketers better understand the true value of media efforts against student 

generation.  The above graph is the general framework KATANA utilizes to ensure that all data is linked. This map 

outlines critical touchpoints of a student lifecycle to better understand how leads flow through the enrollment 

process. Each touch point is analyzed by how many leads moved on to the next linear touch point, and given 

a "success rate."  These ratios are then integrated into paid search campaign management and modeling. The 

ratios are adjusted within bidding algorithms to ensure campaigns are not simply being managed on a lead or CPL 

basis—rather, campaigns are examined by cost-per-application, cost per enrollment and cost per completed degree 

program overtime.  Since the student lifecycle is long, it is important for HE marketers to get the tracking framework 

and systems in place today so that data collection and integrations can be made against digital media efforts.
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If you have any questions concerning the above graphs and tables, contact KATANA at letstalk@katana.media 

to schedule a discussion and deeper dive into these CPL and CPE models. 
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CONCLUSION

Our findings conclusively reveal that our machine learning efforts have proven to be incredibly effective 

at executing campaign optimizations, particularly with the use of broad match or general keywords. 

Implementing broad match keywords leads to a larger search potential, and provides more information 

for the machine learning tool to harness its power. Higher education marketers should assess the 

business value of each KPI used to measure campaign success. The path to conversion within this 

industry is long, and most leads don’t often become enrollments—which is why enrollments is the 

only metric that truly matters. Segmenting campaigns based on the likelihood of a lead becoming a 

conversion ultimately increased enrollments overall, while simultaneously increasing business value. 

In the next 12 months, we predict paid search for HE to have a much higher focus on audience targeting. 

We also anticipate a larger priority on mobile, so universities should ensure that all landing pages are mobile 

friendly and optimized so prospective students can easily complete lead forms. Universities will continue 

to break down barriers of entry with regards to lead forms, applications and admissions requirements, in 

the hopes of standing out from competitors and making the process more streamlined than ever. One 

example of removing a barrier of entry is a university not requiring the GRE to apply to master's programs. 

HE marketers should stay aprised of the new products and tools Google and Bing release, particularly 

tools applied to mobile marketing. Old or traditional paid search practices should be refreshed, and the 

power of machine learning should not be underestimated. While this report’s findings can help higher 

education marketers to analyze, understand, and optimize their campaign(s) for competitive advantage 

and high quality prospects, KATANA recommends working with a partner or agency who has deep 

expertise in postsecondary paid search efforts to ensure the best keyword strategy and bidding is in place. 

All of the findings in this report are judged to be statistically significant and have been reported for marketers 

in the higher education sector to more accurately assess, forecast, and yield conversion rates and costs per 

enrollment. 
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ABOUT KATANA

KATANA is a rapidly expanding digital marketing partner that manages paid media 
campaigns with unrivaled use of artificial-based optimization and audience targeting 
technologies. We have had the pleasure to work with ambitious higher education 
marketers and institutions for the last 17 years, such as University of Arizona, 
University of San Diego, Tulane University, and many others, earning recognition by 
both Forbes Magazine and Huffington Post.

KATANA's founding team has been executing direct response and awareness 
campaigns for the higher education sector for more than 20 years. Through 
our years of experience, we have identified proven campaign architectures and 
approaches that generate high quality leads, increase application submissions, and 
improve enrollment. We monitor and optimize towards high quality leads rather than 
simply looking at a CPL, finding that low cost leads can actually be less profitable 
and procure lower quality results. Our premium lead approach requires a sustainable 
structure of proven strategies executed by the right digital media partners. We have 
found that balanced media mixes with paid search, programmatic display, audience 
data targeting, video, and paid social executions create a more beneficial digital 
program for our portfolio of schools and clients.

CONTACT US

To see how your institution can leverage these insights and integrate our strategies 
into your digital marketing program, please contact us as info@katana.media to set 
up a consultation. 

KATANA
225 Broadway, Suite 430
San Diego, CA 92101 
(619) 255-0903
letstalk@katana.media

KATANA
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